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there they came across a room with a dark elf captain named teo who was waiting to be sealed.
after dispatching him, the party retrieved the sealed chest and teleported to a different location.
after opening the chest, they found a detailed map and a note requesting that they travel to the
hunting grounds. with the help of lind, kizmel, and asuna, they reached the hunting grounds by

the morning of october 25. after defeating the guardians of the hunting grounds, the party broke
into a nearby chapel. they then found a hidden door to a demon's lair guarded by julius' crew,

which contained a demon's head. after a brief discussion, kirito's party decided to take the head
back to the chapel and examine it. inside the chapel they found a demon possession treasure

chest, which they used to completely restore and repair kirito's armor. afterwards, they
teleported to a concealed labyrinth inside the church to summon the rest of lind's party, who
arrived shortly afterwards. the group then battled their way through the labyrinth to the main

stairs to the chapel. they found levier, a white-bearded knight, lying unconscious on the chapel's
side entrance. soon after they woke him up, the party encountered julius' lieutenant, kibaou, who
had followed them after they left the chapel. after defeating him, the party discovered that julius

had left a letter for kirito in levier's room. the letter told kirito that he had been left behind by
julius to 'protect' him in case he returned to the chapel to claim the treasure in the chest. kirito
opened the chest and found a crossbow, a poison cannon, and a dagger-sized, white-glowing

crystal named the purity crystal.
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because of the players'
increased power, kirito

worried about "sword art
online", especially since he
was responsible for it. due
to this, he decided to work
as a freelancer, and he also

decided to start a game
called sword art online: lost
song ( yoru ni suru sword

art online ) alongside
asuna. asuna decided that

it would be called "lost
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song", and kirito was
satisfied with the name

because the words "lost"
and "song" connoted a

happy and peaceful feeling.
kirito worked with roel and
red, a brother and sister
duo, in order to promote

the game, as well as
encourage the players to

make new friends.
however, after using the
virtua mortem network to
encounter her, who was

known as the "blue
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cosmos" ( a.k.a. kioku ib ),
kirito wanted to learn about
the blue cosmos, but asuna

became mad at him
because of her resentment

towards robin over her
givenness as the blue

cosmos. although
disappointed in robin's

past, she had some
sympathy for her. because

of this, she became the
person to be killed by kirito

in the game. she was
revived in valhalla, along
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with all of the other ba
when the party exited the

nest, they found a new
objective: to locate and

defeat lind, who was being
held prisoner in a room
near the entrance by a
group of black mages, a
guild that was hunting

witches and the one who
captured kirito in february
of 2024. after a brief fight,
the party escaped from the

black mages, who gave
chase in the other direction.
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the party moved in the
direction of lind's room and
managed to free lind and

kizmel in the process. they
then travelled to the top of
the hill where the aincrad
liberation squad member

who made the initial report
about the possible location
of a white-bearded knight
named levier was being
held. after dispatching a

small group of black mages
and two rangers, the party
confronted the porter at a
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nearby crossroads. after
defeating him, the party

moved to the alleged
location of levier. after

several battles with various
elite units, the party

reached the location and
defeated the group of

mercenaries and captured
their captain named julius.
after dispatching the group
of goblins, kirito killed their

captain, seliph, and
acquired his sword, the

sword of human. the party
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then cut a large trail in the
black mage's hideout,
leading to a room with

several seals. 5ec8ef588b
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